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Electric clipper and trimmer Glaker GL-K11S+ I11

Electric clippers and trimmer Glaker GL-K11S I11.
The Glaker GL-K11S I11 set includes an electric clipper and trimmer to help you take care of your hairstyle and beard. The devices are
equipped with powerful batteries that allow for 5 and 3 hours of operation, respectively. The noise level during operation is up to 60dB.
You can use the razors wirelessly for maximum convenience of use and precision. Thanks to the universal USB-A cable, you can recharge
the devices once the battery has run out. 
 
Freedom of movement and precision 
Both the clippers and the trimmer work wirelessly so you can move freely and fine-tune the details of  your hairstyle or beard without
worrying about the cord restricting your movements. The razor's battery allows up to 300 minutes of use and takes 3 hours to charge,
while the trimmer can run for 180 minutes - it takes 2 hours to charge.  Both devices are perfect for work, travel, vacation or home use. 
 
Multi-piece set 
The kit includes not only the razor and trimmer, but also a range of accessories for efficient, precise work. A total of 18 attachments will
allow you to cut according to your vision.  For the razor,  the attachments allow lengths from 1.5-5.1mm, and for  the trimmer,  2-4mm,
giving a wide range of lengths. A bottle of oil is included to keep the devices running smoothly. In addition, in the handy carrying case in
which the accessories are arranged, you'll also find instruction manuals, a brush for clearing hair, a USB cable and a cape to prevent hair
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from spilling over the body and annoying stinging when you're done. 
 
Sturdy construction 
Both razors feature sturdy metal construction, which ensures that the devices will last a long time, and also makes them easy to clean.
The  sleek,  minimalist  and  austere  finish  make  the  equipment  look  professional.  The  blades  are  made of  stainless  steel,  which  resists
corrosion and will allow you to work with damp hair for a long time. 
 
LED display
The razor's design includes an LED display that,  among other things,  informs you of  the battery status so you can charge the battery
before it dies and use the razor the next time you want.
 
Package contents 
Hair clipper (rechargeable battery included) x 1 
Hair trimmer (rechargeable battery included) x 1 
Universal USB cable (adapter not included) x 1
Cleaning brush x 1 
Long comb x 1 
Blade oil x 1
Instruction manual x 2 
Cloak x 1 
Caps x 18 (for razor for 1.5-5.1mm, for trimmer 2-4mm)
	Brand 
	Glaker
	Model
	GL-K11S&I11
	Material 
	Metal 
	Working time of the machine 
	300min
	Running time of the trimmer 
	180min 
	Charging time of the razor 
	3h 
	Trimmer charging time 
	2h
	Volume during operation 
	

Preço:

€ 69.50

Saúde e beleza, Shavers & Trimmers
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